
NOTE:  When working 
outdoors, wrap a cloth or 
paper towel around the 
FLOW REGULATOR and 
PEDESTAL to prevent 
unwanted curing.

CONNECT the end of the VACUUM HOSE with the 
larger male fitting to the top of the FLOW 
REGULATOR using the slight twisting motion.  
(Pressure fit connection.)  NOTE:  Picture shows 
optional CURE GUARD attachment available at
www.glassworksonline.net.

PEEL the protective backing from top side of the 
ALIGNMENT SEAL.

CLEAN out any loose glass particles from the 
PIT (the hole caused by the striking object) of 
the break by using a PIN (or GLASS PROBE 
included with our PRO KITS ).  Carefully blow 
particles off the glass so as not to cause a 
scratch.  Wipe the surrounding area clean with 
a cloth or paper towel.  If cleaner is needed, 
spspray on the towel not the glass, so you do not 
contaminate the break.  

NOTE:  If the glass has been treated with a 
water repellent or other substance, rubbing 
alcohol should be used to clean the area so the 
ALIGNMENT SEAL will stick .

PEEL baPEEL backing off of one side of the ALIGNMENT 
SEAL.  Center the PIT in the hole with TAB 
pointing upward and press seal onto glass.  
Run fingers around to ensure a strong bond.

ALIGN the PEDESTAL (also called the RESIN 
CHAMBER) with the ALIGNMENT SEAL 
making sure the TABS match together.  Press 
the PEDESTAL onto the SEAL and run fingers 
around to ensure an air tight bond.

FIRMLY press the FLOW REGULATOR onto the 
PEDESTAL using a slight twisting motion.  
(This is a press fit connection.)

PLACE the RESIN BOTTLE’S spout into the 
PEDESTAL opening and squeeze gently until 
the RESIN reaches the level shown in the 
diagram.  This should be just above the 
joining point of the PEDESTAL BASE and 
STEM and never above the top line in the 
pedestal stem.  NOTE:  When outdoors, use a 
sun shade sun shade to prevent UV RAYS from curing 
the RESIN prematurely.

CLEAN THE DAMAGED AREA MOUNT ALIGNMENT SEAL

REMOVE LINER FROM ALIGNMENT SEAL MOUNT PEDESTAL (RESIN CHAMBER)

FILL THE RESIN CHAMBER CONNECT THE FLOW REGULATOR TO THE PEDESTAL

CONNECT THE HOSE TO THE FLOW REGULATOR CONNECT THE HOSE TO THE INJECTOR VALVE



0 CONNECT THE VALVE TO THE INJECTOR BARREL 

SCREW the VALVE onto the end of the INJECTOR 

BARREL until snug and air tight. 

NOTE: This is the final connection. Once the entire 

ASSEMBLY (BARREL, VALVE, HOSE & FLOW 

REGULATOR) is completed, it can remain intact for 

future use. The PEDESTAL (RESIN CHAMBER) & 

ALIGNMENT SEAL will be discarded. 

@ LOCK THE PLUNGER IN THE VACUUM POSITION 

WITH the VALVE LEVER in the upright 

position, hold the BARREL with one 

hand and SLOWLYpull the PLUNGER 

upward with the other hand. 

Lock the PLUNGER by 

engaging the SPRING CLIP 

into the lower notch (labeled 

"V" for VACUUM) of the 

PLUNGER. 

MOVE THE PLUNGER TO THE PRESSURE POSITION 

A. AFTER the VACUUM PROCESS, move the

LEVER to the left, wait a few seconds, then

close it by moving back to upright. This allows

the plunger to fill with air.

B. DEPRESS the PLUNGER and engage the SPRING

CLIP into the UPPER NOTCH ("P" for PRESSURE). This

will inject the RESIN into the break. Do not use the

"AP" NOTCHES at this point. Allow at least 5 minutes.

@ REMARKS 

Resin flows differently for each break. There is no set time. 

If after 10 minutes you still see air pockets, repeat steps (#10) through (#14). 

Should any air still remain, increase the pressure from the UPPER NOTCH to 

the "AP" NOTCHES one step at a time in 1 minute intervals. NOTE: You do 

NOT open the VALVE to do so. Simply depress the PLUNGER further and 

engage the SPRING into the ADDITIONAL PRESSURE NOTCHES. At this point, 

the system is maximized and the break is as full as possible without using 

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES available at www.glassworksonline.net. 

@ CURING PROCEDURE 

WITH the RESIN BOTTLE in one hand and a CURING 

TAB in the other, place a small amount of RESIN 

directly into the PIT and cover with the TAB. Gently 

press to work out any bubbles. You can use the 

RAZOR BLADE to gently rub over the tab to help with 

this process. 

Park the vehicle in direct sunlight for 15 minutes. 

The UV LIGHT will CURE and harden the RESIN. 

(On hazy days this could take up to an hour.) 

@ POSITION THE PLUNGER AND SET THE VALVE LEVER 

A. MOVE the valve lever to the left (toward the

HOSE) and release the PLUNGER from the SPRING

CLIP. Push the PLUNGER completely into the

INJECTOR BARREL. 

B. WITH the PLUNGER completely inserted, posi

tion the VALVE LEVER to the upright position.

@ INCREASE THE VACUUM 

A. AGAIN position the LEVER to the left and

slide the PLUNGER fully into the BARREL.

B. CLOSE the VALVE by returning the LEVER to

the upright position. Pull up slowly and engage

the SPRING CLIP into the LOWER NOTCH "V".

Allow to vauum for 10 minutes. Air is being

removed during this step and bubbles can be

seen entering the PEDESTAL.

B. 

UPRIGHT 

REVIEW THE REPAIR FROM INSIDE THE VEHICLE 

IF the break is completely filled with resin, with no traces of air pockets, go to STEP 

(# 16). If not, see STEP(# 15). 
Damage prim to repair lna,mple!e r,pair 

NOTE: Depending on the 

type of break, you may 

still see lines. You must 

differentiate between a 

filled hair line and an air 

pocket when assessing. • ••
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@) 
REMOVE COMPONENTS PROCEDURE 

1. Open the VALVE to release pressure by turning LEVER left.

2. Disengage SPRING CLIP and fully depress the PLUNGER.

3. Remove the FLOW REGULATOR from the PEDESTAL by gently twisting

and pulling upward.

4. Set entire INJECTOR ASSEMBLY aside. (Store away from sunlight for

future use.)

5. CAREFULLYuse a NEW RAZOR BLADE to remove PEDESTAL from glass.

6. Have a paper towel ready to wipe excess resin away. The BLADE can be

used to scrape the resin as well. Wipe BLADE clean and discard towel.

@ CURING PROCEDURE (CONTINUED) 

AFTER the RESIN has had time to cure, using the 

edge of the RAZOR BLADE gently peel off the 

CURING TAB. (Test it slightly first to see if it is 

stuck to the resin and pulls off with a sound. If 

not, give it more time.) Holding the BLADE at a 

90 degree angle to the glass, scrape back and 

forth over pit until all excess resin is gone and 

the area is smooth. (This whole process can be 

repeated if you have any "craters"  in the fill.) CONGATULATIONS! You're Done. 
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